Evaals_Nhojfo  (Actd.mid)
Host Klord says:
Prologue:  Coreena and the Cns are being led to a mysterious place as the Dr and Evaals wander off on there own to talk.... meanwhile on the ship....
Host Klord says:
<<<resume mission>>>
CEO_Davidson says:
::arrives on the bridge and looks for the Captain::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Having just retrieved her loudly announced drink, heads back to her center seat while sipping the warm liquid.::
CTO_Cutter says:
::On the bridge, trying to get more information from the scans of the area::
OPS_Lys says:
@::Noting various land marks, she follows along, wondering where they were going.::
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@::sits on her big red, velvet, plush pillow as she waits for the doctor to settle in::
Host Klord says:
Action: a small group of men take the CSO aside quietly and disappear behind a hut
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: Captain may I have a moment ma'am?
CNS_Cutter says:
@::follows, unsure of the wisdom in it but not seeing any real choice in the matter::
Host CMO_Abbott says:
@::positions herself carefully and looks at EN curiously::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Turns just before she reaches her seat.:: CEO: Yes, Mr. Davidson?     CEO_Davidson says:
CO: Ensign Clancy came up with an idea to augment the power drain if it comes to a dangerous point.
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: Not sure you want to augment the drain, Mr. Davidson......That would be making it worse.
OPS_Lys says:
@::Is not happy about leaving Talan behind, but he had insisted he would be alright.  If that should change, she would return in a moment.::
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@::offers the doctor a drink:: CMO: Care for something cool?
CMO_Abbott says:
@::shakes her head slowly:: EN: Thank you, no.
Host Klord says:
Action:  The Cns and Coreena emerge from a heavily wooded area and enter a clearing where there are natural mud pools and hot water pools both at comfortable temperatures... the Warriors with them throw off all decorum and cloths and jump in happily while a small group of men circulate with trays of fruits and alcoholic punch drinks
OPS_Lys says:
@::Looks at the counselor curiously::
CEO_Davidson says:
 CO: what I mean is Captain that if it comes to it we can shut down non-essential systems, Evacuate Personnel to just a few decks, shut down those decks and bring life support to minimal levels. We should be okay and get Weapons back online at full capacity.
CMO_Abbott says:
@::regards EN carefully:: EN: Why do you speak of "the truth"? You do not believe what we have already explained to you?
CNS_Cutter says:
@::raises an eyebrow and shrugs::  No one said these people were normal
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: In Theory of course.
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: Go ahead and get to work on it then......
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@::looks around for Tnevres and decides he's not lurking nearby:: CMO: I suppose you are wondering why I asked to speak to you alone.
CMO_Abbott says:
@::nods:: EN: I find it very curious yes....
OPS_Lys says:
@::Walks over to the pool.  Kneels down and slips her hand in.::  CNS:  It might explain why things are so clean around here.
CEO_Davidson says:
::nods and heads over to the Engineering station:: CO: Captain do you want me to start the evac now or wait ma'am?
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: Let's start it now.  I'd rather be prepared then behind the eight-ball.
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: Aye Ma'am.
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@CMO: You seemed to be the strongest of your group, that is why I wanted to speak with you.......leader to leader as it were.
CNS_Cutter says:
@OPS: Well... women are in charge.  Of course its clean. ::said with perfect illogic::  Not that I'm keen on swimmin' in the buff with a bunch of strangers
CEO_Davidson says:
CTO: Think your department could give me a hand Lieutenant Cutter?
OPS_Lys says:
@::Stepping away, strips, putting her clothes carefully to the side.::  CNS:  Why does it need to be women for that to be true?
CTO_Cutter says:
CEO:  Certainly.  Feel free to use security teams as you see fit.
CNS_Cutter says:
@OPS: Um... because?  I don't know.  It made sense at the time... ::trails off as she sees the sunburst pattern on Coreena's back::
OPS_Lys says:
@::Turns around curiously::  CNS:  Is something wrong?
CMO_Abbott says:
@::feels a little smirk come to her lips:: EN: Well, I am a little older than my sister, which is probably why it seems that way.... I do tend to make most of the decisions... what did you need to speak with me about?
CEO_Davidson says:
CTO:I was wondering if you could handle the Evacuation part of it. It's going to take me a while to set up the power transfer...::notices an alarm:: CO: Captain looks like we may have to break out the Emergency Starfleet Rations sooner then hoped.
Host Klord says:
Action: many of the warriors crowd around Coreena admiring her "tattoo"
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@CMO: As you have seen, we, meaning the women rule here and the men serve us, in every way I might add. ::smiles casually::
CNS_Cutter says:
@OPS: er... no, no.  Just an interesting... er... tattoo on your back is all.  Caught me by surprise
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: What do you mean, Ensign?
CNS_Cutter says:
@::takes on of the offered drinks but decides against drinking it for the time being::
OPS_Lys says:
@::Steps away from the others toward the counselor.  Quietly::  CNS:  What is a tattoo?
CMO_Abbott says:
@::nods and waits for EN to continue::
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@CMO: I am sorry that I treated your friends the way I did, but I had to keep up appearances.
FCO_Knight says:
::slaves the conn and continues to work on sensors::
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: It seems according to the Replicator Diagnostics the Replicators have lost all patterns for everything but soft food and a limited amount of clothing.
CNS_Cutter says:
@::tries to remember some of what she'd read regarding the other woman:: OPS: Uh... a tattoo is a drawing or pattern that is made on your skin, I guess.
CNS_Cutter says:
@::struggles a bit to come up with an explanation::
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: So no replacement parts is what you are saying?
CTO_Cutter says:
::keys the ship wide comm::  Attention please.  This is a class 3 evacuation.  All personnel are to evacuate non-essential areas and report to their assigned evac stations.  Security Teams 1-3 coordinate on all decks.
CNS_Cutter says:
@OPS: Um.. like the pattern on your back.
OPS_Lys says:
@::Shakes her head::  CNS:  I do not have a tattoo...  ahhh... I understand now.  It is nothing.  ::moves around the women and moves toward the pools.  The idea of a bath seemed nice. ::  Will you come too?
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: It seems that they have to be reprogrammed since they lost all there programming.
CMO_Abbott says:
@::nods understandingly:: EN: I see...
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@CMO: Long ago the men ruled here but centuries of war almost destroyed us. The females had no choice but to take charge in order to save us all from destruction.
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: They've been reprogrammed by what?
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: They lost there programming some how. 
CNS_Cutter says:
@::shrugs and lets it goes as it appears that’s what Coreena wanted:: OPS: Um... now?  With everyone here?  Naked? ::voice squeaks at the end::
CNS_Cutter says:
@::remembers how little clothing she was wearing already and squashes the urge to try and cover up::
CTO_Cutter says:
CO:  Actually Captain, if you total it all up, we have the power drain, weapons are down, all hand held weapons have lost their charge, the replicators are partially down and sensors can't get a solid reading on this area of space.  ::grins::  You need to get the extended warranty next time, ma’am.
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@CMO: Over time there have been many queens but each was not happy with the way things were here. Unfortunately there were others....::pauses and looks around:: well the others.....::pauses again::
OPS_Lys says:
@::Nods::  CNS:  There is something wrong with being naked?  ::Steps into the pool cautiously, not knowing its depth.::
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Or kick some star base ass the next time their personnel touch my ship.
CMO_Abbott says:
@::stifles a smirk and refrains from making any wise-ass comments about "men".. become interested in what EN is telling her::
CTO_Cutter says:
CO:  ::nods agreeably::  Could do that too.
CNS_Cutter says:
@OPS: Er.. well... no.  Not really.  When I'm not surrounded by strange people!
CEO_Davidson says:
::gets a report:: CO: Captain reports show all personnel have been evacuated to decks 2,4 and 7.
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: Reprogrammed intimates that someone reprogrammed them.....Has some virus infected it?
CNS_Cutter says:
@:;sits at the edge of the pool and puts her feet in the water::
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: Evacuated to or evacuated from?
OPS_Lys says:
@ ::Slipping into the water up to her chin.:: CNS:  I do not understand why that should matter.  But the water is deep and will... cover you, if that helps.
CEO_Davidson says:
::checks the computer log:: CO: Evacuated to decks 2,4 and 7 Captain.
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@CMO: A council was formed after the death of the first queen when she died mysteriously giving birth. The Holy Books containing the Holy Words then fell silent.
CNS_Cutter says:
@:::looks suspiciously at the men circulating around, not keen on anyone seeing her bits and pieces::
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: And how are we going to keep Sickbay going on deck 5 and we're here on deck 1
FCO_Knight says:
::::Slides back and forth between navigation and sensor monitors::
CNS_Cutter says:
@OPS: Uh huh... ::reluctantly concedes that the other woman may be right and carefully slips off her clothing before ducking into the water::
CMO_Abbott says:
@EN: Your people didn't find out how she died?
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: All Essential Systems Such as Sickbay, Engineering and the Bridge will be running at normal capacity.
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: We also need to keep life support to those decks.
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: And the answer to your replicator question...it looks like something erased them. I can't pinpoint what.
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@CMO: No, there was no reason for it, she just closed her eyes and slept.
OPS_Lys says:
@::Swims closer to the councilor.  Quietly::  CNS:  When you were with Evaals Nhojfo, did you notice any books?
CMO_Abbott says:
@::feels the sudden medical instinct take over for a moment and shakes her head:: EN: Very strange indeed... where are these Holy Books now?
FCO_Knight says:
::Does a double take as he peers at the sensor screen:: CO: We're losin' sensor resolution, Cap'n. No explanations yet.
Host CO_Skye says:
::Stands slowly and walks a few steps from her seat and turns around....:: CEO: What about a strong type of magnetism?  Would that be capable of doing this?
Host CO_Skye says:
FCO: Try boosting the gain
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@:;stands and begins to pace:: CMO: Now this council is very secretive. They keep the books but we do not know where or even who is a part of the council now.
CNS_Cutter says:
@::gets serious and talks quietly:: OPS: Honestly, I didn't get a chance to see much.  She didn't seem to like me much.  After threatening to whip me or some fool thing she had me escorted out.  I hope the CMO has a better relationship with that woman.
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: No. All computer systems are shielded against any kind of known...wait...let me check ::does a quick check::
FCO_Knight says:
CO: I've lost 25% of LRS' effective range.
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: not a regular type of magnetism.....maybe something new we don't yet know about.
FCO_Knight says:
::Attempts to boost sensor gain::
OPS_Lys says:
@CNS:  I do not know why this 'queen' wanted her.  There was also the oddness of them asking for the 'doctor'.  At no time did that come up nor was she addressed that way.
Host CO_Skye says:
::Folds her hands together and raises them to her chin as if in thought.::
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: Captain...recommend we implement the plan I had suggested now Captain.
CMO_Abbott says:
@EN: Then how can you serve a council you don't know?
CTO_Cutter says:
CO:  ::points to the screen::  Captain!  Did you see that?
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: I want life support to remain on all essential decks.
CNS_Cutter says:
@::narrows her eyes::  OPS: No one called her 'doctor'?  Not even once?  Okay... that’s more than odd.
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: See what?  ::Turns around to look at the screen.::
CTO_Cutter says:
CO:  As the moon passed behind one of the dead areas...  there was this odd shimmer...  almost like something was sort of there.
CNS_Cutter says:
@OPS: We need to ditch these people and try to use the transmitter/communicator I was sent with.  Something is a bit fishy here.
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Do you know how to do a play back on the screen?
FCO_Knight says:
::Sees no apparent improvement in sensors:: CO: No improvement on sensor gain, ma'am.
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@::leans down to the CMO::CMO: They send us instructions via messenger when a ceremony is about to come upon us. Doctor, that is the problem. All the others before me, who have objected to the council or gone against their edicts have vanished. You see my concern?
CTO_Cutter says:
CO:  ::glares::  Excuse me?   ::plays back the video::
FCO_Knight says:
CO: Only one thing I know does that, somethin' under a cloak. Makes sense why the CTO an' I noted movement in those dead areas.
OPS_Lys says:
@::Shakes her head::  CNS:  It will not work.  Talan's short-circuited giving him serious burns.  The doctors and mine ceased.  I would doubt your is still working.  The energy of this planet is... wrong.
CMO_Abbott says:
@::nods:: EN: You are scared. It is understandable... did you need my, or my family's help?
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@CMO: There is such a ceremony in three days, during the Lunar eclipse. I do not wish to continue in these ways, but I fear the council.
CEO_Davidson says:
::taps a few button:: CO: Aye...deck 3,5,6 and 8-15 are now off-line. Life Support has been shut down on those decks except for Sickbay.
CNS_Cutter says:
@OPS: yeah.  I know something didn't work. That’s why I was given a different kind.  I don't understand the techno speak but it was supposed to be okay.
CTO_Cutter says:
CO:  ::slowly::  Captain....  what if the reason those areas of space are "dead" is that something is cloaked there?  Something that either absorbs or bounces back our scan.
CEO_Davidson says:
CTO/CO: And it could also be the cause of our power drain maybe?
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@CMO: Perhaps there is someone or some way that you and your family can help us?
CEO_Davidson says:
::looks at the Captain and the CTO::
OPS_Lys says:
@::Looks around at the others:: CNS:  I do not know if we can slip away easy together, but perhaps one of us could.  You could report in?
FCO_Knight says:
CTO: Usually our sensors don' even detect cloaks. Why now?
OPS_Lys says:
@CNS:  If they do not notice you, I might be able to join you.
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: It's possible.......see if you can prove it to me.......and then help me take care of it.....
CNS_Cutter says:
@OPS: I could give it a shot, I suppose.  ::nods:: Sounds like a plan.
CTO_Cutter says:
FCO:  We're not detecting the cloak.  But whatever is cloaked is reflecting our scans back.
CMO_Abbott says:
@::nods:: EN: If you could allow me to speak with them, I will certainly do what I can...
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: It's possible, but not likely.......Cloaked ships don't usually prey on our power.
CNS_Cutter says:
@::slowly moves away from Coreena and picks up her things, dressing again near the bushes before slipping quietly away::
FCO_Knight says:
CTO: Makes sense. ::slaves sensor palette controls::
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@::moves to the door and listens:: CMO: Tnevres should have been back by now, he may have been detected.
CTO_Cutter says:
CO:  That's fairly easy.  Move the ship close to an area, then launch a probe into the area with a standard search pattern.  If anything is solid, it will eventually hit it and bounce.
CEO_Davidson says:
CTO:I have a suggestion sir. What about sending out a low level phaser beam in the direction of one of those dead spaces and see if it get reflected back. I mean make it low enough where it wont harm us?
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Do it......
Host CO_Skye says:
FCO: Get us close to one of those dead areas.
OPS_Lys says:
@::Deliberately does not watch the councilor, but dives under the waters, enjoying the caress of it against her skin.  This was something she should have Talan enjoy also when they got back to the ship.  She sent a mental picture of the idea to him.::
CMO_Abbott says:
@::gets up from her comfy pillows:: EN: Should we go look for him?
CNS_Cutter says:
@::activates the communicator she brought with her::  *CTO*: You still got your hand on the button, big brother?
CTO_Cutter says:
CO:  Probe loaded and programmed.  I've also activated the location beacon.  It will flash so we can follow it visually and send a homing beacon back.
FCO_Knight says:
::Slides back over to the helm controls:: CO: I'll get us as close as possible.
OPS_Lys says:
@::Coming up near the bank, she climbs up.::
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@::walks back to the doctor:: CMO: You must understand that the council speaks to no one directly. No one will admit to even being on the council, so there may be spies everywhere.
FCO_Knight says:
::Calls for 3/4 impulse power::
CTO_Cutter says:
::stabs the comm button::  *CNS*  Always baby sister.  You and the team okay?
CTO_Cutter says:
CO:  Captain...  the AT is calling.
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: So I hear.....
OPS_Lys says:
::Reaching up, she slides a hand along her braid to get rid of the water, then stands still for a moment, looking around, enjoying the area while giving her body a chance to dry.  A wet body did not make it easy to slip on tight clothes.::
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: Captain the power reserves are at 120%
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: Let's try to keep them in reserve then.
CNS_Cutter says:
@ ::lets out a sigh of relief:: *CTO*: For the most part.  We're not together at the moment.  Talan's implant exploded or something and burned through his shoulder from what I gather.  He's now with some men... I think.  The Doc is still with the leader here who seems to have taken a liking to her.  Coreena and I are with the rest of the warriors.
CMO_Abbott says:
@::nods getting her own suspicions:: EN: I should try and find my family. Talk to them....
FCO_Knight says:
CO: We'll be approximately 500 Km from one o' th' "dead areas" in 15 seconds, Cap'n.
CTO_Cutter says:
::looks to the Captain in case she wants to talk to the team::
CNS_Cutter says:
@ :;continues:: *CTO*: But this place is seriously creepy and giving me the heebies.  Something just isn't right.
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@::motions to the doctor:: CMO: Let us go to the pools. We must not let anyone suspect us. Your friends should be there.
Host CO_Skye says:
*CNS*: What have you found out?  Anything in particular?
CMO_Abbott says:
@::nods and follows EN out of the room::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Nods at the FCO::
OPS_Lys says:
@::Reaches down for her clothes and picks them up.  No one was watching at the moment.  She would dry as she walked to join the councilor.::
FCO_Knight says:
Self: Assumin' it doesn't move. ::Slows the Hayden as his proximity scanners relay the Hayden's position from the "dead zone"::
CNS_Cutter says:
@ *CO*: You'd have to ask Coreena, Captain.  The leader did NOT take a liking to me at all.  I haven't found out much at all.  Coreena should be slipping away to meet me here so she can fill you in.  I'm just checking in, I guess.
Host CO_Skye says:
*CNS*: What is Talan's current condition?
FCO_Knight says:
::Calls all stop:: We're in position. Hopefully 500 Km is close enough. If ya wan' closer though, no worries.
OPS_Lys says:
@::Her clothes in hand, slips up quietly to the councilor.::
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Launch the probe.
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@::follows along the path towards the pools:: CMO: Be careful doctor.
CTO_Cutter says:
CO:  Aye ma’am.  ::launches the probe and programs the screen to follow the flight of the probe::
Host Klord says:
action: the Dr and Evaals hear the Cns.
CNS_Cutter says:
@::nods at Coreena and passes the communicator to her:: OPS: Captain on the line for ya...
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@CMO: Just follow my lead.
CEO_Davidson says:
::checks the bio neural Gel Packs:: CO: Captain...Gel packs systems are okay...there stable for the moment.
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: Understood........
CMO_Abbott says:
@::whispers back to EN:: EN: Why? Is there reason to be suspicious?
OPS_Lys says:
@::Takes the communicator.:: *CO*:  Yes ma'am?
Host Klord says:
Action: the probe just disappears
Host CO_Skye says:
::Hearing OPS::  OPS: What can you tell me about the planet?
CEO_Davidson says:
CTO/FCO: You two see that?
CMO_Abbott says:
@::nods at EN::
CTO_Cutter says:
CO:  ::Looks irritated::  The probe disappeared Captain.
FCO_Knight says:
CEO: Kinda hard t' miss, Jay.
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Did it come out the other side?
OPS_Lys says:
@::Considers::  *CO*:  The planet is too clean for this type of civilization, at least as I understand things.  There appears to be no illnesses.  Though that can be hidden.  But the oddest thing, is the energy of this planet is being disrupted.
CNS_Cutter says:
@::itching to yell at her brother to come and get her but bites her tongue and keeps a look out::
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@::nods affirmatively then talks loudly:: CMO: Hurry along doctor. You females are so slow.
CTO_Cutter says:
CO:  Not according to sensors.
Host CO_Skye says:
*OPS*: Disrupted how?
Host CO_Skye says:
::Nods to the CTO and holds her finger up wanting to hear what Coreena has to say.::
FCO_Knight says:
CO: I'm not seein' an'thin' on my nav sensors, Probe's gone.
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@:;sees the counselor:: CMO: There! Go to your family!
CNS_Cutter says:
@::hears the CMO and EN:: OPS: We've got company...
CNS_Cutter says:
@::very quietly::
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: Confirmed Captain...something isn't right here.
OPS_Lys says:
@::Looks around her pushing aside the dizziness such an action brought.::  *CO*:  The energy patterns are all mixed up.  They are neither attached to anything nor go to anything as normal energy patterns do.
CMO_Abbott says:
@::gives EN a fake annoyed look and moves to the CNS and OPS::
Host CO_Skye says:
*OPS*: Is this all over or is it localized in a specific location?
CNS_Cutter says:
@::sees the two approaching and tenses up, waiting to see what was going on::
CEO_Davidson says:
CTO/CO: Weapons are still off line. I can't seem to get any power to them.
OPS_Lys says:
@*CO*:  From what I have seen... all over.  Captain, the doctor and this areas queen is approaching us.
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@::glares at the counselor:: CNS: Are all your women lazy good for nothings like our men? ::looks her up and down::
OPS_Lys says:
@::The comm device palmed, she looks at Evaals quietly.::
Host CO_Skye says:
*OPS*: So noted.  Let me know if you find something else out.  Skye out.
CTO_Cutter says:
::still working the sensors, getting more irritated by the moment::
CNS_Cutter says:
@::stiffens and feels her anger rising once more, glaring coldly back at EN::
FCO_Knight says:
CO: I'd suggest we move even closa, but we shouldn't risk th' ship, especially when there are others down on th' planet. So I suggest I fly a shuttle in an' scan it from th' inside.
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO/FCO/CEO: Thoughts on taking the Hayden inside one of those things?
CEO_Davidson says:
FCO: Your not going alone my friend.
CTO_Cutter says:
::More relieved then he cares to let on that he heard from his sister, notes a brief sensor reading....  works to lock onto it.::
CMO_Abbott says:
@::moves to OPS and the CNS and hugs them:: CNS/OPS: It's good to see you aren't harmed.... ::mutters very low into each of their ears::... we have to talk...
CNS_Cutter says:
@::innocently:: EN: Oh, I'm sorry.  I was trying to follow local custom by copying what YOUR women do.
CTO_Cutter says:
CO:  I recommend against it Captain....  give me a few minutes here, I might have something.
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@::looks at OPS::OPS: You talk to the sky?
Host CO_Skye says:
::Nods waiting for some suggestions/answers::
CTO_Cutter says:
CO:  ::working the sensors::  Wait one Captain...
FCO_Knight says:
::Turns at the beep on his console and stops it:: CO: Well, the Hayden's driftin' away from that thing, so I don' think she wants t' go in t'ere, plus sensors down t' 50% efficiency.
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: I'm waitin'......patiently at that.
CNS_Cutter says:
@::thinks bad thoughts about the Prime Directive and other irrational things::
CTO_Cutter says:
::Readings start to come in...  jumbled at first::
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@::lowers her voice:: OPS: Are you...talking to them?
CEO_Davidson says:
FCO: Are you telling me that the Hayden has a mind of it's own?
CMO_Abbott says:
@::looks at OPS::
OPS_Lys says:
@::Putting her clothes on::  Evaals:  I was commenting to my sister.
CTO_Cutter says:
CO:  Starting to get something ma’am.  Ironic that you've got a CTO doing science and a CSO doing security, ain't it?  ::smiles this time, his tone light::
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: Probably not.....but perhaps what ever is in there doesn't want us going in. ::Raises an eyebrow.::
FCO_Knight says:
CEO: I always wan' t' think so, 'specially since Coreena was once a part o' it, but no. Probably some gravimetric wake from the null space.
Host CO_Skye says:
::sighs just slightly, but offers him a slight grin.:: CTO: Well let's have it........the information that is.
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@OPS: So noted. Let me know if you find something else out. Skye out. Those are the words I heard.
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: That’s a possibility...But Lieutenant Knight is right. If needed we can launch a shuttle. It's systems wont be as effected by this area.
CMO_Abbott says:
@::raising her voice slightly:: EN: Do you require anything else of us today? My sisters and I have need for something to eat if you may permit us, that is...
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: Why won't they be?
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: It’s power profile is smaller then that of a starship ma'am. 
OPS_Lys says:
@::Shrugs::  Evaals:  The sky can not speak.
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: I understand that.  It doesn't mean it won't be affected, but I do think it's something that bears considering.  Let's see what the CTO comes up with first.
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@::waves a hand at the CMO::CMO: You and that one may leave. ::indicates the counselor:: but I want to speak with this one. ::points at OPS::
FCO_Knight says:
CEO/CO: I have noticed that there is a commonality t' all th' malfuctionin' 'quipment.
Host CO_Skye says:
FCO: Being?
CMO_Abbott says:
@::narrows her eyes:: EN: You will not harm her...?
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: Aye ma'am.
CEO_Davidson says:
::looks at the FCO for his answer::
CTO_Cutter says:
CO:  Captain, those dead spots...  ::stops and double checks his readings::  those dead spots all appear to have a large mass in the center of them.  Gravimetric readings are off the scale.  The dead spots ring the planet, each with a large mass in the center.
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@::smiles at the doctor:: CMO: I will not harm her.
FCO_Knight says:
CO/CEO: They all seem t' be exibitin' offensive capacities, but not limited to them.
CNS_Cutter says:
@::not liking this being divided up thing again:: Evaals: How about later?  We need to talk.. sister things. ::feeling snooty.. hopes she doesn't sound snooty... well.  Not a lot snooty, anyway::
CEO_Davidson says:
CTO: Can we tell what that mass is?
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Satellites, black holes?
CMO_Abbott says:
@::moves away from Evaals uneasily as to let her know she is playing along... motions for the CNS to follow and mutters to her:: CNS: Please tell me you can make contact with the Captain...
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@CNS: Leave my presence now! ::waves her off::
CTO_Cutter says:
CO:  It's not a black hole... no gravity fluctuations.  Satellites are as good a guess as any, but they would be of some design we've not seen before.
CNS_Cutter says:
@::her back goes up and eyes spark at that tone... and order::
OPS_Lys says:
@::Quietly watches the 'queen'::
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@::takes OPS arm and leads her away:: OPS: Now tell me who you were talking to again.
Host CO_Skye says:
FCO: I'm still waiting to hear what you have to say Mr. Knight.
FCO_Knight says:
CO/CEO: Still couldn't tell ya how t' fix 'em though. Maybe move away from these "nothin's".
OPS_Lys says:
@Evaals:  Explain why you wish to know I was talking to my... sister.  ::Wonders how the captain would consider being called her sister.::
FCO_Knight says:
CO/CEO: They could be th' cause o' our problems.
Host Klord says:
action: the Cns isn't sure but she could almost swear she saw the Queen scruff her foot back like a cat kicking away something distasteful when she turned her back on her
CNS_Cutter says:
@::finally answers the CMO:: CMO: I did.  Coreena now has it. ::lets out a breath:: And I am damn close to jumping that woman, Prime Directive be damned.
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@OPS: There is no one else here. How do you talk to your sister if you can not see her?
CEO_Davidson says:
FCO/CO: Your right
FCO_Knight says:
CO/CEO: jus' a theory from Lef' Field.
Host CO_Skye says:
FCO: Good theory......CTO: Are they trying to protect the planet?
CNS_Cutter says:
@::saw nothing::
CEO_Davidson says:
::checks sensors...what left of them::
OPS_Lys says:
@::Confused:: Evaals:  But my sisters where just here.  You sent them away.
CMO_Abbott says:
@::looks to the CNS and feels her shoulders sag with disappointment:: CNS: That wasn't the answer I was hoping for... ::lets out a sigh::... I've got to get in contact with her.. seems the queen and I had quite the chat...
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@OPS: Then why did you speak into your hand?
CTO_Cutter says:
CO:  I have no idea Captain.  I have no readings that indicate any kind of weapons.  However...  ::trying to think fast::  If you notice what's been happening to us, it seems that all higher functions are being taken away...  almost like something is trying to take the ship to the same technology level that the planet is at.  It could be a defense
OPS_Lys says:
@::Considers how Katie sometimes whispered  loudly to her.::  Evaals:  I wanted only my sister to hear me.
Evaals_Nhojfo says:
@::reaches down and grabs her hand:: OPS: What is that device? ::reaches for it::
CTO_Cutter says:
CO:  It could be a defense system or even some kind of system to maintain the planet.
CEO_Davidson says:
CTO: But if that was happening then why hasn't our main computer core been affected.
Host CO_Skye says:
CTO: Contact the blind.....let them know what we've found out.
CTO_Cutter says:
CEO:   ::shrugs::  The Core is the most shielded part of the ship.
OPS_Lys says:
@::Looks at Evaals, taking her hand back.::  Evaals, it is my palm.
CEO_Davidson says:
CO: Captain sensors show that the "dead spots" are evenly placed around the planet. I would say its like a planetary defense system.
CTO_Cutter says:
::attempts to contact the blind, then frowns::  CO:  Captain, there is no response on the frequency assigned to the blind.
FCO_Knight says:
CO: We should try to find a "blind spot between them. That Might give us an advantage.
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: I understood....
CMO_Abbott says:
@::glances back in the direction of OPS and EN:: CNS: If only I could get that communicator.... I can't go near her though.... it would endanger the queen and look too suspicious.... :: looks around::... come on... I've got to tell you something..
Host Klord says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>



